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Corn 
Corn gapped higher and never looked back on continued dryness in Brazil and China 
buying talk as it closed up limit .25 at 6.805 for May futures. In Brazil, most areas 
stay dry until a cool front passes at some point within May 4-9 and triggers some 
storms in southern areas. In the U.S., a swath of moderate to heavy rain affects the 
southeast third to half of the Corn Belt and mid-South over Tuesday-Thursday, 
slowing planting in those areas. Export inspections finally picking up the pace as the 
USDA showed 1,951,012MT inspected for week of 04/22 versus expectations of 
1,400,000MT. Rumor today that China is looking for another 1MMT of old crop corn 
out of the US, we have heard that story before. We need to ship 725,000MT over 
the next 20 weeks just to meet the sales number. Farmer selling was noticeably 
lighter today even with market up 25 cents, as most are in the fields trying to beat 
the rains coming mid-week. CIF corn market was off a couple of cents and some 
basis in east feels a little defensive. One might expect that with the amount of margin 
money being requested every day, and some elevators making sales to be able to 
exchange futures. Market is looking for U.S. corn planting at 17% as of Sunday 
versus 8% a week earlier and compared to 20% on average. 
 
Beans 
Beans higher on the day as they were pulled up by corn strength and finished up for the tenth straight day with, rallying 
$1.90 during that time frame.  SK closed 29 ¼ c higher with the SKSN spread gaining 6c on the day as crush margins 
remain good and domestic buyers are pushing to buy beans.  Soyoil traded weaker at first and rallied to trade limit up and 
score new contract highs.  Inspections were 8 mil bu which puts YTD at 2,031 mil bu with a USDA goal of 2,675 mil bu.  To 
meet the USDA estimate exports need to be 13.86 mil bu per week with 18 weeks left in the marketing year.  Board crush 
continues to rally as crushers have locked in at lower levels.   
 
Wheat  
The wheat complex continues higher with all three exchanges again seeing new contract highs. The influence from the 
strength in corn with the old crop months limit up, continued dry ND and Canada, dry southwest region of HRW, Europe is a 
combination of dry and cold and there were even rumors of Chinese interest in US new crop positions. WN is 27 ¼ cents 
higher at 7.39 ½, KWN is 28 ¼ cents higher at 7.08 ¾, and MWN 23 ½ higher at 7.49. Both Matif and Black Sea were higher 
as well. Additional support probably filtered in from Argentina talking of increasing export duties to address their inflation and 
fragile economy issue. They presently have a 12% duty for corn and wheat. Russia has been operating with a variable, 
impossible to estimate, duty that is intended to greatly limit exports to also address inflation. Russia and Argentina are the #1 
and #7 in volume exporters of world wheat. Weekly exports of 564,000 mt were at the upper end of estimates with 162,000 
to China. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  June 
Corn Cif Nola  63+K 88+N 
Truck Hennepin 13+K 39+N 
Truck St Louis 34+K 60+N 
Iowa Interior UP  31+N 
Columbus CSX 12+K 18+K 
Fort Wayne NS 5+K 10 +K 
Dlvd Hereford . 132+N 
Dlvd PNW 133+K 151+N 
KC RAIL  50+N 
Nebraska Grp 3 7+K 36+N 
Dlvd Decatur 40+N 45+N 
Wheat Cif Nola 90+K 55+N 
Beans Cif Nola 70+K 90+N 
Truck Hennepin 14+K 36+N 
Truck St Louis 38+K 59+N 
Dlvd Decatur 60+N     65+N                                                                  
Dlvd Des Moines 25+K  
IL R Barge Frt. 335 325 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. -$200 -$225 


